Flat colorectal neoplasms and the impact of the revised Vienna Classification on their reporting: a case-control study in UK and Japanese patients.
The prevalence and interpretation of flat colorectal neoplasms in the East or West remain highly variable. Several factors may contribute to this variability including differences in reporting techniques between Japanese and Western histopathologists when lesions are classified. The aims of this study were (i) to determine the frequency and characteristics of flat colorectal neoplasms in British and Japanese patients, (ii) to examine whether histopathological discrepancies exist between Western and Japanese-trained pathologists applying conventional classification methods and (iii) to determine the impact of the revised Vienna Classification on any differences observed. One hundred and forty-four patients in the United Kingdom with neoplastic lesions prospectively identified by a colonoscopist, fully-trained in Japan, were age and gender-matched with 144 Japanese patients with neoplastic lesions detected by the same colonoscopist. Two British and two Japanese pathologists were independently asked to assess all neoplasms using both conventional and revised Vienna Classification methods. No significant difference in the frequency of flat neoplasms was found between British and Japanese patients; however, flat neoplasia from Japanese patients tended to contain more advanced pathologies. Discrepancies in histological diagnoses were observed between pathologists but which were reduced with the revised Vienna Classification. Japanese pathologists tended to diagnose higher grades of dysplasia for the same lesion compared to their British counterparts. The frequency of flat neoplasms in British and Japanese patients is similar. However, Japanese lesions, especially flat (IIb) and slightly depressed (IIc) neoplasms tend to be more biologically aggressive. The revised Vienna Classification achieves greater consensus.